
Up to 5 Image Sensors
Support up to 5 Image Sensors with full functionality 
and access from the panel

7” Touchscreen
The brilliant 7” display will look amazing on the wall of 
your customer’s home

Dual Path Connectivity
Patented dual path connectivity uses both cellular and 
Wi-Fi simultaneously

Automatic Updates
Get updates automatically and new features as they 
are released

Panel Camera
Built in camera shows you who disarmed the panel 
and captures an image of alarm events

Custom Text-To Speech
Type a custom sensor name with the on-screen 
keyboard and the panel will “speak” it 

Redefining “All-in-One.” 
Everything you need in a single device, 
the IQ Panel includes a 7” touchscreen, 
panel camera, six wireless radios, dual 
speakers, an SD card slot, and intuitive 
applications that make it the most 
powerful security and home control 
platform you’ve ever experienced.  

Language Support
Changing the panel’s language from english to 
Spanish or french can be done with a touch

Built-in Wireless Radios
Wi-Fi, Cellular, Security R/F, Z-Wave, & Image Sensor 
radios are included, no external antenna needed

ONE APP.  
ONE SOLUTION.

ONE EXPERIENCE.

ALL IN ONE.  ALWAYS CONNECTED.



Convenient 
keychain arming and 

disarming
QS1310-840

Connect up to 16 
hardwire zones to 

the IQ Panel 
QS7121-840

Connect up to 8 
hardwire zones to 

the IQ Panel 
QS7120-840

Translates signals 
from 433 sensors to 

319.5
QS8140-840

Translates signals 
from 345 sensors to 

319.5
QS8130-840

Power supply for the 
IQ Wireless 
Translator

QS-8510-P01

MORE TO COME!

We’re always looking 
for innovative ways 

to build smarter, 
more secure homes.  

Dual Z-Wave light/
appliance module

QZ2100-840
Z-Wave thermostat

QZ2200-840
Z-Wave light bulb

QZ2110-840

Motion sensor with 
built-in still camera

QZ8100-840

Wireless plug-in 
style Z-Wave siren

QZ2300-840

Replacement power 
supply for the 

IQ Panel
QR0017-840

Replacement 
Lithium-Ion battery 

for the IQ Panel
QR0018-840

Secure a door, 
window, or other 

item
QS1100-840

Ultra-small door/
window sensor

QS1115-840 (white)
QS1116-840 (brown)

Ultra-small door/
window sensor with 

terminals
QS1117-840

Recessed door 
sensor installed in 

core of door
COMING SOON

Reports when your 
garage door is open 

or closed
QS1121-840

Infrared motion 
detector

QS1200-840

Detects breaking 
glass

QS1410-840

Wireless smoke/
heat detector
QS5110-840

Detects carbon 
monoxide

QS5210-840

Emergency button 
worn on wrist or 

lanyard
QS6110-840

Detect hi or low 
temperatures
QS5515-840

Detects the 
presence of water

QS5516-840

Optional table stand 
for IQ Panel.  

Includes cable.  
QR0020-840

Integrates into the 
home’s doorbell unit

QS1119-840

COMING 
SOON!

IMAGE 
SENSOR

A FULL LINE OF SECURITY & SMARTHOME SENSORS & DEVICES

7” All-In-One Touchscreen with Built-in Camera
QS9004-840-00-00 (CDMA)

QS9014-840-00-02 (AT&T)
QS9014-124-00-04 (Rogers)

QS9014-484-00-06 (Telefonica)
Secondary Tablet for the IQ Panel

QW9100-840-00


